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Background 

 

The low vaccination rate illustrates the existence of vaccine hesitancy in society. According to 

the government statistics, by the end of August 7, the percentage of fully-vaccinated people in 

Hong Kong was around 40%, which is far from reaching the minimum threshold for herd 

immunity. Unlike the situation in underdeveloped areas, the vaccination rate in Hong Kong 

depends more on the public willingness rather than the vaccine supply capacity. This also 

demonstrates that vaccine hesitancy needs to be understood in specific contexts. The public’s 

enthusiasm for vaccination has many considerations, such as the safety of vaccines, the 

necessity of vaccination, and the government’s epidemic prevention policies. There is no doubt 

that the public’s attitude towards vaccines is affected by all kinds of information related to the 

pandemic and vaccine, especially in the digital era of the information explosion. This study 

uses vaccine dose as the indicator of vaccine hesitancy and explores the relevant factors 

affecting public vaccination behaviour based on data from multiple sources. 

 

 

Research questions and findings 

 

Q1: What is the general pattern of COVID-19 vaccine news coverage in Hong Kong? 

 

First, we examined general sentiments expressed in mainstream news coverage in Hong Kong. 

News stories related to COVID-19 vaccines (CV) were collected from WisersOne (formerly 

known as WiseNews), a platform which contains a wide range of publications including 

newspapers, magazines, journals, and newswires in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau, and 

Taiwan. Corresponding to the scope of study, we only accessed CV news stories published 



 
 

between February 22, 2021 and August 2, 2021 in Hong Kong. We first defined a set of CV-

related keywords (as shown in Table 1) to retrieve CV news from WisersOne on a daily basis. 

Then, we performed an advanced search using built-in filters and negative keywords (see Table 

1) to obtain the daily count of CV news stories which expressed negative attitudes towards the 

vaccine. Assuming binary categories (either positive or negative), we subtracted the negative 

CV news count from total CV news count to obtain positive CV news count of the day. 

 

Table 1: Keywords used for news retrieval 

Covid-

vaccine 

related 

keywords 

(‘新型冠狀病毒’ OR ‘新冠病毒’ OR ‘冠狀病毒’ OR ‘新冠’ OR ‘新冠肺

炎’ OR ‘COVID-19’ OR ‘COVID’ OR ‘COVID19’ OR ‘SARS-CoV-2’ 

OR ‘nCoV’ OR ‘2019-nCoV’ OR 其他) AND (‘疫苗’ OR ‘接種’ OR ‘免

疫’ OR ‘科興’ OR ‘克爾來福’ OR ‘輝瑞’ OR ‘復必泰’ OR ‘復星’ OR 

‘BioNTech’ OR ‘阿斯利康’) 

Negative 

keywords 

(‘死亡’ OR ‘致死’ OR ‘副作用’ OR ‘不良’ OR ‘入院’ OR ‘頭痛’ OR ‘血

栓’ OR ‘酸痛‘ OR ‘疼痛’) 

 

Figure 1 shows the changes in daily counts of positive and negative CV news stories in 

mainstream media during the study period. A descriptive summary is presented in Table 2. 

Overall, positive CV news stories (N = 195,392) significantly outnumbered negative ones (N 

= 67,336). On an average, there were 1,206.12 positive stories (SD = 33.44) and 415.65 

negative ones (SD = 13.07) published in Hong Kong each day. More variation could be found 

in the daily count of positive news coverage, as the total number of news reports published 

each day fluctuated. The findings suggest that while the public was exposed to negative 

vaccine-related news to a certain extent, they had a higher chance of coming across positive 

news. Nonetheless, a note of caution concerns our binary categorisation, as some stories in the 

positive camp might essentially be neutral, but they did provide more information for the public 

to make reasonable and considerate decisions on vaccine uptake. 



 
 

 

Figure 1: The number of positive and negative CV news stories per day between 22/02/2021 

and 02/08/2021 

 

Table 2: Descriptive summary of daily positive and negative news 

Descriptive Statistics Positive News Count  Negative News Count 

Mean 1,206.12 415.65 

Standard Error 33.44 13.07 

Mode 382 365 

Median 1,224 378.5 

First Quartile 880.75 315.5 

Third Quartile 1,511.75 509.75 

Minimum 382 133 

Maximum 2,488 1,288 

Sum 195,392 67,336 

 

 

Q2: What is the public’s attitude towards COVID-19 vaccines as expressed on social 

media? 

 

To assess the public’s attitude towards COVID-19 vaccines, we used the same keywords as 

mentioned above to retrieve the relevant posts from nine major social platforms in Hong Kong, 

namely Twitter, Facebook, Weibo, Uwants, MemeHK, Hong Kong Discuss Forum 

(HKDiscuss), HKGolden, BabyKingdom, and LIHKG. The CV posts were collected using the 

same set of keywords presented in Table 1. HKDiscuss, Uwants, and HKGolden were the top 

three platforms with the largest number of CV posts among all nine sites and thus were selected 



 
 

for further analysis. It suggests that online fora are popular sites where Hong Kong netizens 

gather virtually, share information, and discuss vaccine-related issues. However, the ranking is 

for reference only, as their respective durations of data collection differed substantially. 

 

Table 3: The top three platforms with the largest number of COVID-vaccine related posts 

 

Platform Start End Count 

HKDiscuss 2021-02-22 2021-08-02 2,496 

Uwants 2021-02-24 2021-08-02 1,129 

HKGolden 2021-02-22 2021-08-02 602 

 

We also adopted a dictionary-based approach to classify the sentiments of forum posts into 

positive and negative. Figures 2a), 2b), and 2c) provide an overview of the numbers of positive 

and negative posts on HKGolden, HKDiscuss and Uwants respectively. Similar to news 

coverage, the number of positive posts far exceeded that of negative posts on all three platforms. 

Uwants saw the sharpest contrast between the two and hosted few negative posts throughout 

the period. Meanwhile, the overall proportion of negative posts on HKGolden was significantly 

higher than that of HKDiscuss and Uwants. Thus, although the public talked about vaccines on 

various online fora, the distribution of sentiments appeared to differ across platforms.  

 

 

a) 



 
 

 

 

b) 

 

 

c) 

 

Figure 2: The number of daily positive and negative posts from a) HKGolden, b) HKDiscuss 

and c) Uwants from 22/02/2021 to 02/08/2021 

 

Q3: How does the number of vaccine doses administered in Hong Kong per day change 

over time? 

 

We collected the daily vaccine dosage number from the Government’s website 

(www.covidvaccine.gov.hk) and explored whether there were any patterns such as periodic 

changes and general trends in the numbers over time. We also built a model to predict the 

number of doses to be administered in the near future. To achieve these goals, we applied the 

http://www.covidvaccine.gov.hk/


 
 

state-of-the-art time-series analysis tool, Prophet1, in which the forecasting model is formulated 

as: 

 

y(t) = g(t) + s(t) + h(t) + noise 

 

where y(t) is the number of doses, g(t) is the trend function for modelling non-periodic changes, 

s(t) represents periodic changes, and h(t) reflects the effect of holidays or events. In our setting, 

the trend model was set to be linear with changepoints whose hyperparameter 

changepoint_prior_scale was set to 0.9 to allow abrupt changes. Two types of seasonality, 

period = 30.5 (for month) and period = 7 (for week), were added, and public holidays in Hong 

Kong were included in the model as events. We used the data between 22 February 2021 and 

31 July 2021 to construct a model and applied it to the prediction of the values of the following 

week. 

 

Figure 3 shows the modelling results. Black dots represent data entries and the blue line is the 

mean value of prediction results over time, whose uncertainty is indicated by the blue shadow 

(80% confidence interval). We see a steady linear increase in the number of daily vaccine doses 

administered since June 2021. More recently, daily vaccine dosage has been fluctuating around 

60,000 since July. In terms of rapid changes, the first sharp increase occurred in mid-March 

when the vaccination scheme was expanded to cover 5.5 million citizens while the pandemic 

resurged around a gym cluster. Another spike appeared in early April, as the Government 

launched the designated flight arrangement with the UK and a new batch of BioNTech vaccines 

arrived in the city. 

 

                                                        
1 https://facebook.github.io/prophet/ 



 
 

 

Figure 3: The results of applying Prophet to daily vaccine dose number 

 

Figure 4 further illustrates the overall trend, seasonality features, and the effect of public 

holidays on vaccination. Although the daily number of doses administered dipped in late March 

and early April mainly due to the temporary suspension of BioNTech vaccines at that time, we 

see a clear steady increase thereafter. Unsurprisingly, Hong Kong citizens preferred not to go 

for vaccination on public holidays such as the Birthday of Buddha (19 May), Tuen Ng Festival 

(14 June), and HKSAR Establishment Day (1 July), as Figure 4b) suggests. During the week, 

Fridays and Saturdays were the most popular days for vaccination, whereas Sundays, 

Wednesdays and Thursdays were the least popular. Finally, Figure 4d) shows that citizens were 

less likely to get a jab in the middle of a month, while more likely to do so either at the 

beginning or at the end of it. Taken together, the patterns imply that people had their preference 

for when to take the vaccine. They were inclined to go for vaccination on Fridays and Saturdays 

so as to take more rest shortly after vaccination, but they would reserve public holidays for 

their own business. 



 
 

 

Figure 4: The a) overall trend, b) holiday, c) weekly seasonality, and d) monthly seasonality 

of the daily number of vaccine doses administered 

 

Q4: What is the impact of incentive schemes on public vaccine uptake?  

 

More than a dozen vaccine incentives have been implemented in Hong Kong in the recent 

months, aiming to attract more citizens to vaccination centres. Prizes range from supermarket 

coupons to free electric cars and a new flat in Kwun Tong. In this study, we used the lucky 

draw sponsored by Hong Kong General Chamber of Commerce as an example to examine the 

impact of incentive schemes on vaccine uptake among the public. All citizens who have 

received two shots in Hong Kong are eligible to register for the lucky draw between 22 July 

and 30 September 2021. To evaluate its impact, we first constructed a forecasting model with 

vaccination data before 17 June 2021 (i.e., the release date of the lucky draw), and used it to 

predict the number of doses to be taken since 17 June. Then, we compared the predicted values 

with real-world data to assess whether the lucky draw has boosted vaccine uptake or not. 

 

a)

b)

c)

d)



 
 

The results are shown in Figure 5. The blue line indicates mean predicted values and the black 

shadow represents the 80% confidence interval. The real numbers of vaccine doses 

administered each day are depicted by the green line. By comparing the two, we see an 

approximate 4,000-dose increase per day after the lucky draw was launched. Thus, the 

incentive seems to boost people’s willingness to take the vaccine, not considering the effect of 

other factors. 

 

 

Figure 5: The impact of the lucky draw on the number of vaccine doses 

 

Q5: What factors may influence vaccine acceptance? 

 

Finally, we explored the potential factors that may influence the number of doses administered 

each day. Various types of COVID-19 data downloaded from Our World in Data 

(https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus) and the Government’s website 

(https://www.covidvaccine.gov.hk/en/dashboard/safety/aefi/baseline) covered hospitalisation 

statistics in Hong Kong, and the number of confirmed cases and deaths in Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

India, and the UK. 

 

Before performing quantitative analyses, we first visualise the data to obtain an intuitive 

understanding, Figure 6 visualises the comparisons between the number of vaccine doses 

administered each day (denoted as HKDose) and three representative factors: a) number of 

people discharged from hospital after treatment of post-vaccination side effects (denoted as 

Discharged); b) number of positive news; and c) the proportion of infected cases in Hong Kong 

that carried the Delta variation in the period between 23 February 2021 and 2 August 2021. 

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
https://www.covidvaccine.gov.hk/en/dashboard/safety/aefi/baseline


 
 

We discovered that HKDose has been increasing stably since early June in spite of fluctuations 

in the numbers of the Discharged and positive news. This implies that the public’s attitude 

towards vaccination was affected by different factors over time. At the beginning of the vaccine 

initiative, the public got the jab based on rational thinking, carefully taking vaccine benefits, 

risks, costs, safety and degree of necessity into consideration. While more and more citizens 

were vaccinated, those who had not also started to take vaccines mainly due to the “Bandwagon 

effect”, that is, to seek conformity to new social norms and catch up with others. Therefore, at 

the later stages, hospitalisation and positive news had less impact on vaccine acceptance. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 



 
 

 

c) 

 

Figure 6: Comparison between the normalised HKDose (in orange) with a) Discharged, b) 

Positive news, and c) Delta proportion 

 

Last but not least, we employed Granger causality test to identify significant influential factors. 

Granger causality is a widely-used hypothesis test that helps determine whether the time-series 

of given exogenous variables can improve the performance of predicting another time-series. 

Consider a bivariate linear autoregressive model of two variables X1 and X2: 

 

𝑋1(𝑡) = ∑𝐴11,𝑗𝑋1(𝑡 − 𝑗)

𝑙

𝑗=1

+∑𝐴12,𝑗𝑋2(𝑡 − 𝑗)

𝑙

𝑗=1

+𝐸1(𝑡) 

 

where A11 and A12 are the coefficients of the model, 𝑙  is the maximum number of lagged 

observations (set to be 5). In our case, X1 is the number of vaccine doses and X2 is a potential 

factor. X2 Granger-causes X1 if the coefficients in A12 are significantly different from zero (p-

value of F-test is smaller than 0.01). 

 

Figure 7 shows a heat map of the results. Factors with a higher level of significance are painted 

in darker colours. In particular, the factors that Granger-caused HKDose included the 

Discharged, UK Case, India Case, Delta proportion, positive news, and positive posts in 

HKGolden. For ease of interpretation, they may be divided into three groups. First of all, the 

association between the Discharged and HKDose might be attributed to the concerns about the 



 
 

side effects of the vaccine. The more people who were hospitalised (though later discharged) 

due to severe side effects of vaccines, the more reluctant the general public would be to get 

themselves vaccinated, as they were worried about potential risks and safety issues. Second, 

UK Case, India Case, and Delta proportion were related to COVID-19 threats. Taking a vaccine 

naturally protects people from such threats, thus contributing to vaccinating behaviours. Third, 

while HKDose kept growing, we did not see a proportional increase in the number of positive 

news in mainstream news media. In comparison, positive posts in HKGolden seemed to be 

more genuine reflections of public opinion as their ups and downs went together with the 

number of doses administered. 

 

 

Figure 7: The results of the Granger causality test (represented by p-values) to discover 

potential influential factors of the number of vaccines doses 

 

 

Conclusions 

 

To seek a deeper understanding of beliefs underlying vaccine hesitancy, this study examined a 

variety of factors that feed into vaccination decision-making. Utilising massive data from 

multiple sources, this study found that Hong Kong’s public vaccination behaviour is associated 

with factors such as epidemic dynamics, incentives, and online public opinions. Nevertheless, 

the results do not allow for an exhaustive classification and confirmation of their independent 

and relative strength of influence.  

 

The causes of vaccine hesitancy are complex. Not only the local epidemic, but also the changes 

in the UK and India, from which a large number of migrants and visitors go to Hong Kong, 

will also affect the public’s awareness of the necessity of vaccination. The “lucky-draw” is 



 
 

effective in the short term but is insufficient in resolving vaccine hesitancy fundamentally, 

since the incentive cannot wipe out the public’s concern about vaccine safety. In addition, the 

more positive the information about vaccines on influential social media platforms, the higher 

the number of public vaccine doses.  

 

The above analysis also pointed out the direction for facilitating public vaccination. Agile and 

flexible adjustment of the epidemic prevention policy, especially the entry regulation, may 

reduce complacency. In addition to incentives, collaborative endeavours from the government, 

business sector and civil society are required to counter misinformation and increase public 

confidence in vaccines. 


